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Abstract-This paper otTers a quick review of the subject of “optic flow” in its conceptual and 

computational aspects, The theory is evaluated in terms of possible applications in the neurophysiology 

and experimental psychology of spatial sensorymotor behaviour and perception. The problem of which 

kind of detector is suited to extract various aspects of optic tlow is given special attention. It is shown 

that the possibilities are actually much more various than is reflected in the current (even the frankly 

speculative) literature. It is argued that a system that is sensitive to the relative time changes of the 

orientation differences of image details is especially suited for an analysis of the optic flow with regard 

to the information concerning the three dimensional shape of objects such as is contained in the Ilow. 

Thus the orientation sensitive elements that are known to be abundantly present in the primary visual 

cortex of many vertebrates are hcrcby implicated as a quite likely substrate for the extraction of the solid 

shape ofenvironmental objects. In our opinion this possibility should be investigated with the same ardour 

as the usual interpretation, which holds this system responsible for the initial extraction of the contours 

of flat (i.e. defined in the image) shapes. A new, partial solution to the “structure from motion problem” 

is offered, that not only covers the usual case of shape extraction in the presence of rigid motions of the 

object, but also the much wider class of (non-rigid) bending deformations (such as occur in the non-rigid 

deformations of inextensible shells). These solutions violate all conditions required by the well known 

“structure from motion theorem”: the solutions are possible for point configurations in which no fourtuple 

of points moves as a rigid structure and for input data from merely two views, A numerical example 

illustrates how this algorithm can be used to predict side views of an object from very limited input data. 

Optic tlow Motion parallax Solid shape Rigid motion Non-rigid motion Depth illusions 

I. THE NOTION OF “OPTIC FLOW” 

1.1. Historical 

A clear understanding of the fact that the 

deformation of the retinal image due to ego- 

motion or the transposition of objects in the 
environment is not just a nuisance but actually 

a rich source of information concerning the 
world had already been reached by such sci- 

entists as Hermann von Helmholtz (1910) and 

Ernst Mach (1886) in the 19th century. How- 

ever. they did not probe very deep into the 
theory of the problem. This is surprising in view 
of the fact that nothing else but Euclidean 

geometry is needed to do the basic analysis: all 

the tools were there. Modern developments start 

with James Gibson (1950) who, not being 

trained in mathematics, does not seem to have 
had access to the tools needed for a basic 
analysis but who displayed the intuitive sense of 
a real genius for what is important about a 
problem. Although he made quite a few slips it 
seems fair to say that he pointed out about 

everything that seems worthwhile to study in the 

subject and that modern developments generally 

follow in his footsteps. (That is apart from his 

curious notion of “direct perception”. Ullman, 
1980). Modern developments have been prc- 
dominantly inspired by practical needs. Flow 
field analysis has been used in the study of the 

control of movement of various vehicles in road 

and air traffic (Gibson et al., 1958; Gordon, 
1965; Kruk and Regan, 1983) and nowadays 
developments come from AI and robotics 

(Koenderink and van Doorn. 1975. 1976a, b, 

1978, 1981, 1984; Ullman, 1979; Regan et al.. 

1979; Prazdny, 1980; Longuet-Higgins and 
Prazdny, 1981; Longuet-Higgins, 1981). 

It may be useful to sketch Gibson’s early 
approach to the problem. As a perceptual psy- 

chologist concerned with ergonomic problems 
he was highly interested in depth perception in 

the sense of how observers estimate their posi- 
tion and orientation with respect to their envi- 
ronment, how they estimate parameters needed 
to plan a course through the environment, etc. 
As such he was thoroughly familiar with the 

classical “depth cues”, and in fact added one 

himself: the “texture gradient” cue. (Gibson, 
1950. Although the cue had been used by artists 
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for centuries I’m not sure that it was considered 
important in science before Gibson made so 
much of it.) Given a well defined “grain-size” of 
detail in the world (e.g. pebbles of-at least 
statistically-similar size, pavement tiles, 
grasses, bushes, etc.), it can be inferred from 
simple optics that this is translated into a texture 
in the retinal image that is not even but instead 
is space variant: the retinal grain size diminishes 
with increasing distance to the eye, In many 
circumstances this can be a powerful cue 
(Stevens, 1981). It is a dangerous one, however: 
e.g. a painter can easily fool us with painted 
texture gradients. (Of course this is equally true 
for the other static depth cues.) On a pavement 
on which the size of the tiles is subtly modulated 
with distance you can also fall prey to depth 
“illusions”. Such possibilities have been ex- 
ploited by the late Renaissance artists with 
effects that are still able to stun us. This is 
because the actual grain size enters in the retinal 
image: the texture gradient does not depend 
merely on slope and distance but also on the 
nature of the objects in the world. Gibson saw 
that this problem does not arise with the motion 
parallax gradients present in the spatiotemporal 
deformations of the retinal image that are en- 
tirely due to ego-motion: indeed the motion 
parallax depends only on slope and distance, 
not at all on the nature of the objects “out 
there”. The objects (or rather their images) 
merely serve as “tags” or “tokens” that enable 
us to extract the optic flow which carries them 
along. Thus the cue of motion-parallax-gradient 
offers objective information about the move- 
ment and the lay-out of the surroundings irre- 
spective of the precise nature of the environ- 
ment. Moreover, the active observer (during 
locomotion) actually controls the flow and thus 
objectifies his information in a sense that is 
impossible in the static case: a painted texture 
gradient leads to an optic flow that is character- 
istic for the plane canvas, not for the imaginary 
space suggested by the painter. This fact is 
exactly what makes optic flow information of 
interest to the robotics community. (Of course 
we are not saying that the visual system will 
always use the available information to full 
advantage, in fact exceptions are known. But 
this is a case for psychophysics, not for the 
present theoretical exposition.) 

1.2. Local us global features of the flow 

It is useful to distinguish from the start 
between local and global features of the optic 

flow. Let me consider some important global 
features first. 

One global feature that is extremely common 
concerns the flow induced by a rotation around 
an axis through the vantage point itself: to a 
good approximation (neglecting the effect that 
the first nodal point does not coincide with the 
momentary center of rotation of the eye) eye- 
movements fall into this class. It will be useful 
to introduce the notion (due to Gibson) of the 
“optic array” here: the optic array is the two 
dimensional manifold of visual directions. Al- 
though there exists no particular mathematical 
reason to do so it is often convenient (for the 
sake of discussion, or as an aid to intuition, etc.) 
to think of the optic array as a sphere centered 
around the vantage point. (You may consider 
such a sphere to be just a parametrization of the 
optic array, providing us with spherical coordi- 
nates. No actual projection is implied here. 
Thus the remark that the optic array is an 
approximation because the eye-lens is on the 
surface of “the” sphere completely misses the 
point.) Then rotations around an axis through 
the vantage point induce rigid rotations of the 
optic array. This is an optic flow that depends 
only on the movement and not at all on the 
spatial lay-out of the environment. Thus you 
can’t gain depth information from the flow by 
making eye movements. 

Another important global feature is induced 
through a translation of the vantage point. The 
pattern of streamlines induced by a pure trans- 
lation (movement along a straight line) does not 
depend on the structure of the environment 
either, but only on the movement. This pattern 
consists of a family of longitude circles on the 
optic array: the flow is from one pole along the 
longitude circles to the other one. (The poles are 
commonly known as vanishing points.) A few 
precautions are necessary. First of all it is 
strictly wrong to speak of the pattern of stream- 
lines. As in hydrodynamics we distinguish 
streamlines [which are the orbits traced out by 
“material” points (or tokens)], srreaklines 
[which are the orbits of material points that 
once occupied a given place (e.g. the smoke 
plume of a chimney is the standard hydro- 
dynamical example)], and fieldlines (which are 
the integral curves of the momentaneous veloc- 
ity field, i.e. at all points the velocity vector is 
tangent to the fieldlines). In the general dynamic 
case all these curves are different and the global 
feature considered here applies only to the 
fieldlines of the optic flow. The “optic flows” 
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which are commonly depicted by comic book 

artists generally appear to be inspired on stream 

and streak lines, thus the observation does not 

apply to them. Another fact that needs to be 

pointed out is that the value of the velocity 
along the fieldlines is not part of this global 

feature: it may vary irregularly from point to 
point and it does depend on the spatial lay-out 
of the environment whereas the pattern of 

fieldlines does not. 
A third global feature that is of recurring 

importance is somewhat more complicated. It 

depends on the fact that the environment is 
largely composed of three-dimensional bodies 

of which only the generally smooth (on the 

levels of resolution considered here) surfaces can 

imprint themselves on the optic flow. (At least 

for the case of optics such a statement is an apt 

description of the natural world because most 

objects tend to be opaque.) Now smooth sur- 
faces induce smooth flows, thus the optic flow 

will consist of piece-wise smooth regions. At the 

boundaries of such regions we must generally 
expect discontinuities. Within the regions the 

flow is smoothly varying, but generally not 
constant: it varies from place to place. 

Local features are of two types: the first is the 

average flow velocity at that locality. The sec- 

ond is the structure of the local variation of 

velocity in the immediate neighbourhood of the 

locality, it is also known as the motion parallax 
field. Motion parallax is important because it 
does not suppose an absolute direction as refer- 
encc. Local variations lead to deformation of 

image detail: e.g. a small square drawn on the 

optic array and subjected to the flow transforms 

into a parallellogram, etc. The mathematical 

analysis suited to describe the motion parallax 

is deformation analysis. The basic results are 

simple enough (Koenderink and van Doorn, 

1975). 

Any small deformation (and the deformation 

can be made as small as you please by regarding 

very small patches of the optic array and/or 
regarding only short time spans during which 
the patch is subjected to the flow) leads to 

a linear (affine) transformation of the patch 
that can be decomposed into four basic 

components [these components are themselves 

transformations-albeit of a simple kind-and 
can be added again (the order is immaterial) to 

regain the original complicated transformation]: 

*Such an essentially arbitrary choice serves to make the 

mathematical analysis much more concise and clear. 

a rranslation (which does not deform at all!), an 

isotropic expansion or contraction (“homo- 

thety” which strictly speaking also does not 

deform the visual field locally, but merely im- 

poses a scaling factor), a rigid rotution (which is 

of course a local isometry, and thus also does 
not impose a true deformation) and a pure shcur 
(a contraction in one and an expansion in the 

orthogonal direction, such that area is con- 

served). The latter three will be referred to as the 
dio, ctrrl and def components. These are 

“differential invariants” of the flow: they do not 

depend on the choice of the coordinate system, 
which at once explains their potential im- 

portance for organic systems. The dif? is a 

number that specifies the relative time change of 

apparent area (solid angle) of a piece of the 

optic array, the curl is a number that specifies 

the rate of rotation, and the dcfcan be specified 

with a number (the degree of shear: always 
positive) and an orientation (the axis of con- 
traction say). 

The gradients of the dill, cwl and dcff‘are the 
entities that are of prime interest as “cues”. 
Before I discuss them we have to specify how the 
differential invariants depend on the spatial 
structure of the environment and on the param- 

eters describing the motion. In other words we 

have to introduce dynamics as opposed to the 

pure kinematics described in this section. 

1.3. Dynamics of the optic JON 

1.3.1. The movement parameters. It should be 

obvious that only the relative movement of 

observer and environment matters as far as 

optic flow is concerned. In the case that we are 

concerned with a generic local patch of the optic 

array-for which we may expect a smooth 

flow-we may as well attribute the relative 

movement ro the ohsewer*. This relative move- 

ment may be described in various ways. How- 

ever, one method is especially convenient in the 

treatment of optic flow: to simplify our problem 

we may invoke Chasles’ theorem (Whittaker. 
1904) which states that each movement can be 
decomposed into a translation and a rotation 

around an axis through a prescribed point in a 
unique manner. Let the (instantaneous) rotation 

axis be through the vantage point. Then the 
effect of the rotation is a trivial rigid rotation of 
the optic array (which carries no exterospecific 

information at all!) and the only nontrivial 
component left is the translation. Let the trans- 
lational velocity be denoted V, the rotational 
velocity R. Let the surface patch we are inter- 
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ested in be at a direction r (unit vector in space, 
or point of the optic array). Then it makes sense 
to decompose the vectors V and R into radial 
components (V,, R,), which are the components 
in the direction of r and transverse components 
(V,, R,), which are the components perpendic- 
ular to r. V, and R, may be treated as scalar 
fields on the optic array; V, and R, as “tangent 
vectors”. (Twodimensional vectors defined on 
the manifold of visual directions: because we 
know that the radial components of V, and R, 
vanishes identically (by definition) this is possi- 
ble.) Even better, we may introduce the distance 
to the patch (d) and define the “specific radial 
velocity” A, = V/d and the “specific transverse 
velocity” A, = V,/d: these entities have the di- 
mension (time))’ just as R,, R, have. In this way 
all spatial units are excluded from the very 
beginning. This is both convenient and im- 
portant because it is a priori clear that all flow 
field quantitites will have to be expressed in 
terms of A,, A,, R, and R,. [Because only 
quantities of the dimension of (time) are avail- 
able in the flow, it makes sense to express 
everything in terms of quantities of this 
dimension.] 

These quantities have an obvious intuitive 
content: R, is a rotation around the line of sight, 
R, describes a “pan” or “tilt” of the eye. A, has 
an interesting interpretation: it is the reciprocal 
of the time needed to reach the patch at distance 
d with the radial velocity V,. Thus it may well 
be called “immediacy”, or nearness in time. It is 
often known as the inverse of the “time to 
collision” (Lee, 1976, 1980), although this 
strictly only applies for the case that the trans- 
verse component vanishes. The quantity A, can 
be interpreted as an “apparent rotation”. It 
measures the local and instantaneous rate of 
turn in the optic array due to translation. 

1.3.2. The parameters specifring surface lay- 
out. A surface patch may be described (relative 
to the vantage point) with increasing accuracy 
in the following manner: 

l its distance (d) is specified (0th order 
description); 

0 its orientation is specified (1st order 
description: the tangent plane is thereby 
specified) (Stevens, 1983a, b); 

@its curvatures are specified (2nd order 
description; e.g. convexity or concavity 
is determined now); 

0 and so one can go on, adding term after 
term. [Technically speaking this is 
merely a Taylor expansion of the dis- 

tance (or equivalently the nearness) 
around a given visual direction.] 

The differential invariants div. curl and def can 
be specified in terms of 1st order description. 
For their gradients the 2nd order terms are 
necessary. Thus I concentrate here on the 1st 
order terms (0th order term being trivial). 

The orientation of the patch has a vector 
character: it has a magnitude (or slant) as well 
as a direction (or tilt). For instance, one may 
use the angle between the inward normal to the 
patch and the visual direction as a measure of 
the slant, whereas the direction of increasing 
distance specifies the tilt, which may be treated 
conveniently as a tangent vector in the optic 
array. A similar result is obtained by consid- 
ering the tangent vector F = grad log (do/d): the 
gradient of the reciprocal distance (or nearness) 
as measured in the optic array. The constant do 
has no influence on the result and shows the 
basic fact of scale independence of orientation 
especially well. The magnitude of F measures 
the tangent of the slant (vanishes for pure 
“frontal” view, is infinite for pure “side” view 
of the patch), whereas its direction is in the 
direction of fastest increase of the nearness (thus 
specifying tilt). This representation is most con- 
venient in practice. 

1.3.3. The d$erential invariants expressed in 
the basic parameters of motion and surface posi- 
tion and orientation. After the basic definitions 
of the previous sections it is a simple matter to 
describe the local flow field in terms of the basic 
parameters. First of all the local average trans- 
lation is 

t= -A,- R,. 

In this formula -A, measures the classical 
disparity induced by a movement, whereas -R, 
describes the shift due to a refixation (shift of 
fixation point). It is clear that for any movement 
we may choose to annul t with a suitable 
smooth eye-movement (merely choose R, = 
-A,), but this can only work locally (because A, 
depends on distance). It may be useful in prac- 
tice because a high modulus of the translation 
may lead to blur (Whiteside and Samuel, 1970). 

The 1st order differential invariants depend 
also on the transverse components. For instance 
the def equals the product of the moduli of F 
and A,, whereas the axis of contraction is the 
bisectrix of F and A,. Thus the deformation does 
not depend on the radial components at all! This 
will prove to have important practical con- 
sequences (vide infia). The div and curl both 
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show two terms. one due to the radial and one 

due to the tranverse components of the move- 

ment. I shall discuss these separately. 

A translation towards a surface patch obvi- 

ously leads to an expansion of its image (a 
positive div), whereas the reverse movement 
leads to a contraction (a negative div). Thus we 

obtain a term 2A, in the div. 
Similar a rotation in clockwise direction 

around the line of sight leads to a reverse 

rotation of the image, leading to a term -2R, 
in the curl. 

The transverse components lead to less trivial 

results. The contributions to div and curl de- 

pend on the relative orientations of F and A,, for 

instance the contribution to the div vanishes if 

F and A, are perpendicular, whereas the con- 

tribution to the curl vanishes if they are of the 
same direction. This is most conveniently ex- 
pressed in terms of the two products: 

0 F-A, (“dot” product, or “inner” prod- 

uct), which equals the product of the 

moduli of F and A, times the cosine of 

the angle between them; 

0 F x A, (“cross” product, or “outer” 

product), which equals the product of 
the moduli of F and A, times the sine of 

the angle between them reckoned in the 

clockwise sense from F to A,. 

The complete formulae are: 

div = -F-A, + 2A, 

curl= -FxA,-2R, 

def = FA, 

axis of contraction bisects F and A,. 

A formal derivation may be found in 

Koenderink and van Doorn (1973, but the 
intuitive content of the equations is so clear 

as to make the derivation almost superfluous 

(Figs 1 and 2). The basic facts can be nicely 

demonstrated with a “gauge figure” that allows 

one to estimate the nature of the deformations 
easily. In one example I use a square checker- 

board pattern for this purpose [Fig. I(a)]. 
Panning or tilting the camera results in a 

translation (no deformation) of the image. 
[Figure l(d) shows the result of a “pan”.] A 
similar result is obtained when the camera is 
moved sideways or up and down: because the 

gauge figure is the image of a patch that is 

perpendicular to the optical axis the dot- 
product F-A, vanishes. A rotation of the camera 

around the optical axis results in a rigid rotation 

of the image [Fig. I(c)]. This illustrates the term 

2R, in the curl equation. A movement of the 

camera along the optical axis results in a mere 

size change. [Figure I(b) shows a movement 
towards the object.] This illustrates the term 3.~1, 

in the div equation. 
The previous results were so trivial because 

the surface patch was not slanted. I now intro- 
duce a slant, but in such a devious manner that 

we still have a useful gauge figure in the image 

[Fig. 2(a, b)]. The method is simple: I use not a 

checkerboard pattern, but a prd~~fhrtm~rl one. 

This pattern looks like a trapezoid with unequal 

checks when seen in the frontal view [Fig. ?(a)]. 

However, when this object is rotated over 45 

around the vertical axis it looks like a square 

checkerboard pattern [Fig. 2(b)] (at Icast when 
the distance is right). It is still possible to detect 

the trick in the image: note that one of the hands 

of the person holding the object is imaged much 

larger than the other one. Of course this is the 

side that is turned towards the camera. Thus the 

nearness increases from right to left in the 
image, the vector F is directed horizontally 

towards the left. 

With this set-up it is easy to demonstrate the 

effect of the remaining terms. We take care to 

move the camera in such a way that all radial 

components of the movement vanish. Panning 

and tilting are used to keep the gauge figure 
within the field of view: they have no intluencc 
on the deformations anyway. 

First note what happens when the camera is 

moved towards the left [Fig. 2(c). the trans- 

formations in the image of the assistant allow 
one to spot the type of camera movement 

easily.] In that case the vectors A, and F both 
point towards the left, thus their bisectrix is 
horizontal. Hence the axis of contraction should 
be horizontal. Note that this proves to bc the 

actual outcome. Moreover, the curl should van- 

ish (the cross product is zero) which also is 
evident from the result, and the divergence 

should be negative: indeed the area of the gauge 
figure in the image has decreased. In a similar 

way a movement to the right results in an A, 

vector to the right and an F vector to the left, 
thus a bisectrix in the vertical direction. Then 
the contraction is along the vertical, the div- 

ergence positive (net area increase) whereas the 

curl again vanishes. Some reflection makes thcsc 
results appear almost trivial. For a movement 
towards the right the object is seen in a more 
frontal view, for a movement towards the left in 
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a less frontal view. This at once explains the 
phenomena; the content of the basic formulae 
just sums up the geometry in an especially 
orderly and useful manner. 

Finally note the result of a camera movement 
in the upward direction. [Fig. 2(d)]. Because A, 
points upwards and F towards the left, the axis 
of contraction should be in the oblique direction 
(45” with the vertical) from the lower-right to 
the upper-left. The experiment yields exactly 
this result. The square gauge figure has become 
a parailellogram with the same vertical sides as 
the original square: thus area is conserved, 
hence the divergence vanishes. (This figures with 
the form,ula because the dot product vanishes.) 
There is a net rotation though because the cross 
product does not vanish, but is positive: thus 
there is a counterclockwise rotation associated 
with this motion. This is noticeable because the 
vertical sides of the gauge figure have remained 
vertical whereas a pure shear would have turned 
them clockwise: thus there must be an addi- 
tional counterclockwise rotation. 

The basic set of equations captures all these 
cases (and in fact any combination of them)., It 
sums up the geometry in an especially con- 
venient fashion. 

1.3.4. Which kind of mechanisms are needed to 
extract the flow parameters? I don’t want to go 
into too much detail here, especially I want to 
avoid discussion concerning such moot issues as 
“the correspondence problem”, or “the aperture 
problem”. Let us then assume that local veloci- 
ties can be measured in some way or other and 
that image features can be compared with re- 
spect to size, position, and orientation, both 
simultaneously and successively. Granted such 
possibilities (which themselves appear to pose 
formidable research problems!) how can the 
flow parameters be derived? 

The answer must differ for the global and the 
local entities. 

A measure of global rotation can be obtained 
by calculation of the total moment of the veloci- 
ties in the optic array around three mutually 
perpendicular axes. This boils down to three 
weighted integrations. Implementation of such 
mechanisms seems simple and could easily be 
imagined to exist in physiologically acceptable 
“wetware”; this would at once provide you with 
an estimate of R. Such mechanisms appear to 
have been demonstrated electrophysiologically 
(Simpson et al., 1981). 

*That is: the sources and the sinks of the flowfield. 

A measure of ~lohul trttnslotiorr IS murc 
difficult to obtain because the velocity in the 
optic array induced by a movement depends on 
distance. It is possible to derive estimates of the 
vanishing points* from the directions, however. 
(Perhaps making suitable use of the magnitudes 
to set weights.) The problem can be shown to be 
equivalent to that of finding the “best common 
point” of a set of straight lines in the plane. It 
is the same problem as that which was solved by 
the astronomers in the previous century in order 
to derive the proper motion of the sun among 
the stars of which the parallactic motions had 
been measured. Possible indications for the 
presence of such mechanisms in organic vision 
have been reported (Berthoz e/ ul., 1975; 
Cynader and Regan, 1978; Regan et ul., 1979, 
1983). Once you have found the vanishing 
points, you have found the direction of the 
translation. The magnitude cannot be extracted 
without prior knowledge of distances. If the (in 
many cases quite reasonable) hypothesis that 
the world is on the average at rest is ventured, 
then you are in a position to extract the relutiw 
acceleration from the flow. (The linear acceler- 
ation divided by the linear velocity.) This possi- 
bility has to the best of my knowledge never 
been explored. 

It is often possible to obtain an estimate of A, 
locally. This is the case because the influence of 
rotation does not depend on distance at all. 
Thus at an object boundary (when you are apt 
to find a depth transient) the transient in the 
optic flow must be due to the difference in A, 
alone. There are other possibilities: for a curved 
surface patch it is possible to find A, from the 
gradients of the div and curl for instance 
(Koenderink and van Doorn, 1975). 

The extraction of differential invariants can 
take place in a multitude of ways. The possi- 
bility stressed most often (Koenderink and van 
Doorn, 1975, 1978; Longuet-Higgins and 
Prazdny, 1980) utilizes local velocity measure- 
ments. Indeed, the differential invariants can 
easily be expressed in terms of partial deriva- 
tives of the components of the velocity in some 
convenient coordinate system. Using a discrete 
approximation to the derivative at once yields a 
possible implementation for the div, def and 
curl (Koenderink and van Doorn, 1978). This is 
so obvious that this possibility should not tempt 
us to disregard other possibilities! For instance, 
there exist integral theorems which express the 
average value of the differential invariants in 
terms of integrals of the velocity around the 
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Fig. 1. A quick demonstration of the practical consequences of camera (or eye!) movements for the 

deformations of the image. The gauge figure in this case is a plane, square, checkered hoard. It is held 
perpendicular to the camera axis by the assistant. (a) A pure frontal view. The camera axis pierces the 

center of the object. Compare all other pictures to this fiducial image. (b) A camera translation along the 

camera axis towards the object. Result: a homogeneous expansion of the gauge figure, thus positive div. 

vanishing curl and def components. (c) A camera rotation around the camera axis. Result: a counter- 

rotation of the image, thus a curl, and vanishing div and def components. (d) A translation of the camera 
to the right. The result of this motion is the same as that of a camera rotation around a vertical axis to 

the right and in fact can be cancelled by such a rotation. All differential invariants vanish: the result is 

a pure translation in the (local) optic array. 
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Fig. 4. This graph shows results for the general affine deformation depicted in the previous figure. Upper 
graph: the angular change of a spoke as a function of its orientation. Note the d-c.-shift due to the nrrl, 
and the ax.-ripple due to the def. LOWW graph: the difference of the angles between suocerrsive spokes 
divided by their sum is plotted as a function of orientation. This result is completely independent of div 
and curl and depends merely on the defcomponent. The amplitude is proportional to &e m&tude of 

the def, the phase d&es the orientation of the axis of contraction. 

change of a spoke is plotted against orientation 
for this deformation. The “d.c.-component” is 
due to the curl, the modulation to the def. All 
div information is suppressed. In Fig. 4 (lower 
graph) I plot relative angular difference change 
as a function of orientation. Note that the 
d.c.-component has disappeared: this graph 
depends only on the shear compcmetlt. The 
amplitude of the curve specifies thestrength of 
the shear, the zeros (or extrema) specify its 
direction. 

The point to keep in mind is that there is no 
need whatsoever to base the analysis of optic 
flow on velocity measurements: many alterna- 
tive implementations (several with better noise 
immunity) exist. This fact is generally ignored in 
the literature. 

1.4. information contained in optic flows 

The optic flow contains information of vari- 
ous kinds. In order to put some structure on the 

discussion I shall disEing&sh the following 
types: 

~proprioceptive (in a purely visual 
sense!) information about ego-motion; 
both rotational and translational move- 
ments; 

~infom~&on that is useful to sustain 
cgoe~8Mc ot%ntation and locaJizi3tion; 

+Infonraation coimeming the segmenta- 
tion of the visual ffGd into coherent 
entities and of the visual world into 
coherent (i.e. stiering “common fate”) 
objects. Thus the optic Row sustains 
segmentation, as well as aggregation 
(both “splitting” and “merging” in the 
usual jargon of computer science); 
l exteroceptive information concerning 

the spatial structure of the surround- 
ings, including relative motion of 
objects and nonrigid deformations. 

In the literature these items have received very 
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unequal attention, moreover discussions have 
been paralyzed or directed very one-sidedly 

because of preoccupations with the so called 

“rigidity hypothesis”, or with exact solutions of 
the “structure from motion problem” (which is 

usually formulated in terms of of minimum 
requirements in such a way as to exclude useful 

alternative routes from the outset). In the sequel 

I will discuss these concepts, then discuss the 

four points, two of them at the hand of an 
example. 

1.4.1. The nature of various assumptions and 
approximations and the value of partial solutions. 
In the theoretical treatment of the interpretation 
of optic flow one generally invokes several 

assumptions, some of them explicitly, others 

silently, but all of them equally essential. Some 

of them are: 

@continuous velocity fields are due to 

smooth surfaces in motion; 
@changes in the flow are due to smooth 

transformations in 3-space. 

One usually invokes: 

either: 

l the “rigidity hypothesis”: the smooth 

transformations are actually Euclidean 

isometries, i.e. they conserve mutual 

distances globally (Koenderink and van 

Doorn, 1975, 1976a. b, 1978, 1981; 
Ullman, 1979; Longuet-Higgins and 
Prazdny, 1980; Longuet-Higgins, I98 1); 

or: 

l the “local rigidity hypothesis”: the 

smooth transformations are actually 
Euclidean bendings, i.e. they conserve 
mutual distances measured along the 

surface, but not necessarily globally 

throughout space (this paper); 

or: 

l the “piecewise rigidity hypothesis”: 
pieces of the object move as rigid 
objects, the transition parts that glue 

them together may suffer arbitrary 

deformations in 3-space; e.g. both 

bendings and stretchings: these arc then 
ignored (Hoffman and Flinchbaugh. 

1982; Todd, 1982); 
l when a velocity field does stop abruptly 

at a boundary, then the object in 
3-space is being occluded; if the field 
ends in a graceful manner it is itself the 

occluder. 

The first assumption appears to be absolutely 

necessary and has to be relied on blindly. Some 

form of rigidity constraint is also necessary, 

although the strongest version can certainly be 

relaxed as will be shown later in an example. 
The piecewise rigidity assumption is the one 

usually employed by draftsmen of e.g. the 
human torso. 

Although the simple rigidity assumption 

appears to be a strong one, it is actually quite 

reasonable in many circumstances (Mach, 

1886). Whenever the movements of the observer 

can be considered fast on the time scale of 

typical environmental changes, then the whole 

environment can be regarded as one huge rigid 

body. This is very common and rn~lst have 

helped in shaping the visual system throughout 

organic evolution. The fact that an optical 

stimulation with violently deforming images can 

induce a strong impression of rigidity in space 

never fails to amaze us, the result is extrcmcly 

powerful (Metzger. 1934; Braunstein, 1962). 
In case the observer entertains invalid prior 

hypotheses the apparent violent and lawful dc- 

formations of objectively rigid objects is equally 

striking (Mach, 1886; Rosenberg, 1924). 
The class of bending deformations appears to 

be the largest one for which usef~~l solutions 01 

the “structure from motion problem” may be 

obtained. Transformations including stretchings 

are obviously too general: for instance the optic 
flow on the face of a T.V.-tube includes stretch- 
ings. We often perceive apparent 3-D shapes on 

T.V., yet objectively considered the trans- 
formations should yield only the flat CRT tube 

as a solution: but these are certainly not evoked 
by this flow! The typical Ihrmulation of the 
“structure from motion theorem” (Pullman, 

1979) excludes the case of bendings: It states 

that it takes at least three views of at least four 

points (in general position) in order to compute 
the 3-D configuration. Yet 1 will show in the 

sequel that it is possible to find configurations 
of (say) seven points, no four of which move 
together in a rigid fashion. for which useful 

partial solutions can be obtained from only two 

views. 

This brings me to the issue 01‘ the rclntivc 

value of partial versus “complete” solutions. I 
intend to treat this matter in a pragmatic fash- 
ion: in any specific case one should LW the 
method that leads most easily to the actually 
required result. In many cases a partial solution 
is all we need and a quick partial solution is to 

be preferred over a cumbersome complete one 
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which also yields data that are going to be 
ignored anyway. This is especially true if a 
complete solution can be obtained simply from 
the results of repeated partial ones, which often 
proves to be the case. If one is concerned with 
models for vision, one should also consider the 
possibility that this system does not compute 
complete solutions at all, but instead a number 
of quick and robust partial ones in sequence, 
depending on the present need. I’ll return to this 
point later on. 

1.4.2. Proprioceptive information about ego- 
movements. Inertial guidance systems measure 
second order derivatives of position with respect 
to time, thus they need a twofold integration in 
order to yield positional information. This is 
satisfactory as long as the accuracy is high. 
However, errors are sure to accumulate over 
time. Such systems are effective in a technical 
setting (e.g. aircraft, submarines) but appear less 
suitable solutions in organic systems. 

In contradistinction the flow field yields first 
order derivatives, and if landmarks are used the 
optical data even yield positional information 
directly. Thus optic flow structure is a very 
important data channel in proprioception, es- 
pecially when maneuvers extend over larger 
time periods (which explains why e.g. the cruise 
missile makes use of it for precise navigation 
near the end of its flight to locate its target or 
during dodging tactics). That optical informa- 
tion often supersedes vestibular input in the 
human agent has been convincingly shown 
several times (Lee and Aronson, 1974). When 
you try to walk through a long corridor with 
your eyes closed without hitting the walls 
the point will certainly impress itself on you 
painfully. 

As has been remarked before it is a simple 
matter to derive optical information about rota- 
tion from the flow. It is also simple to obtain it 
in the same “format” as the information from 
the semicircular channels (three orthogonal 
Cartesian components). Such mechanisms actu- 
ally exist in vertebrates (Simpson ef al., 1981). 

This is much less clear with regard to the 
translational movements, however. It is not 
hard to devise a method of extracting trans- 
lation from the flow that could complement the 
signals from the otolith organs. As has been 
mentioned before such methods have been used 
by astronomers for decades. However, a phys- 
iologically plausible implementation appears 
difficult to construct (although most of the 
calculation implies merely the computation of 

weighted sums over space). In some cases the 
problem is much easier to handle: a prime 
example is the case of locomotion with respect 
to a plane (e.g. the floor). The example is a 
particularly important and interesting one and 
will be treated in a later section. 

1.4.3. Merging and splitting. Since “common 
fate” is one of the most compelling laws 01 
visual Gestalt (Koehler, 1947) it stands to 
reason that the mere continuity of optic flow in 
some region of the visual field leads to an 
apparent “merging”: that region stands out as 
a single coherent entity, even in the presence of 
some conflicting evidence from the static image. 
The merged region need not appear as an object, 
e.g. in the case of an eye-movement the whole 
visual field appears as a Gestalt: in this case one 
that can be discounted as a possible object “out 
there”. 

Common fate conflicts, at the boundary of 
visual objects, have a very strong splitting effect. 
Even in random noise fields very sharp and 
vivid apparent boundaries appear the moment 
two patches move relative to each other (Rogers 
and Graham, 1979). This is the more striking 
since in such circumstances the static image is 
featureless (although textured) in this case. 

Mechanisms to detect such boundaries can be 
of a relatively simple nature. Nakayama and 
Loomis (1974) proposed some likely candidates. 

1.4.4. Extero- and proprioception for the 
moving observer relative to a plane surface. In this 
paper I treat two examples at some length; a 
global problem, namely that of the plane in 
which the available information is useful for 
both extero- and proprioception; and a local 
one, namely that of shape perception in the 
presence of bending movements. This section 
treats the former problem. 

The case of the moving observer in the pres- 
ence of a plane surface is a very important 
practical case and many scientists have worked 
on the problem. Applications abound in avi- 
ation, traffic and ambulatory movements of 
animals in many natural and artificial environ- 
ments. 

In order to get a feel for the phenomena I 
offer a few numerical examples. In these exam- 
ples I show graphically how the flow deforms 
the visual field. The image of a plane filts at most 
one half of the optic array, and for reasons of 
clear exposition it is indeed necessary to show a 
hemisphere. This can be done by the standard 
methods of cartography: many projections 
project the northern hemisphere (or even more) 
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of the globe on a single flat map. One type of 

projection is especially convenient because it is 

cor~formul. This means that a small figure on the 
optic array is mapped on a similar figure on the 

plane map: thus the deformations of a gauge 

figure may be judged especially easily. This type 

of projection is the stereographic one. In Fig. 

5(a) I show a hemisphere of the optic array in 
stereographic projection, such that the circle 
bounding the figure coincides with the horizon 

of the plane. On this projection 1 have drawn a 
square checkerboard pattern. Note that this 

does not correspond to an even pattern on the 

(object) plane! There the checks would be de- 
formed just as the checks painted on the object 

shown in Fig. 2(a). This very fact makes the 

checks excellently suited as gauge figures. 
Now consider the results of some optical 

flows. Perhaps the simplest case (certainly the 

one most easily understood intuitively) is that of 
a movement towards the plane (this happens 

e.g. when you walk towards a door in a wall). 
The flow is shown in Fig. 5(b). As was to be 

expected the checks in the center just blow up 

(b) 

Fie. 5. The optxal deformations due to a translation with respect to a plane Furface. (An added rotation - 
would merely shift or rotate these figures.) The circular circumference is the image of the horizon of the 

plane. (a) A square grid has been superimposed on the image. [This is the same trick as illustrated in Fig. 

?(a. b).] A square gauge figure has been delineated. much like the one used in the sequences illustrated 

in Figs I and 2. (b) A movement perpendicular towards the plane. (c) A movement in the opposite 

direction of (b). Cd) A translation parallel to the plane, towards the right. In all cases study the 

deformations of the gauge figure at different positions and compare with the sequences shown in Fig 2. 
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(you get closer to them) without any rotation or 
deformation (after all the nearness gradient 
vanishes). Perhaps more surprising is the fact 
that towards the horizon the area of the checks 
actually shrinks (although you do get closer to 
them) and that a strong shear appears. The 
shrinkage is due to the fact that you get to view 
remote parts of the plane more obliquely as you 
approach the plane. These results follow imme- 
diately from our formulae, of course. (You 
should compare the deformations to the exam- 
ples offered in Figs 1 and 2.) Figure 5(c) shows 
the reverse: a movement away from the plane. 

Less immediately intuitively clear is the result 
of a movement parallel to the plane [Fig. 5(d)] 
despite the fact that you probably experience 
such flows on a daily basis (e.g. walking over an 
even floor). The movement is in the horizontal 
direction, towards the right. Note that remote 
parts of the visual field at your right (when 
walking in the indicated direction) have rotated 
counter clockwise while patches on the left have 
rotated in a clockwise fashion. These rotational 
effects are often spontaneously noticed by peo- 
ple who look out of the (side) window of a train. 
Ahead of you the gauge figure expands in an 
anisotropic fashion: twice as fast in the direction 
of movement than in the orthogonal direction! 
The strongest expansion is found at a distance 
in front of you that exactly equals your eye- 
height. [Thus for car drivers this point will often 
be obscured by the hood. In my (small) car I 
find it possible to easily study this flow field if 
I fixate (it takes some exercise to gain 
proficiency) a point just in front of the car on 
the highway. Probably an optokinetic nys- 
tagmus cancels the average motion and I per- 
ceive the local parallax field. At an even speed 
of say 140 km/h I see a flow pattern of the node 
type, with different expansions in the direction 
of movement and perpendicular to it. It takes a 
well textured highway surface to let the experi- 
ment succeed.] Behind you the reverse effects 
occur. 

It is especially interesting to note that the 
deformations as indicated by the fate of the 
gauge figure yield so very different impressions 
of the flow than the pattern of field lines does. 
Thus Gibson (1950, looking only at the pattern 
of field lines) speaks about the “focus of expan- 
sion” which in this case lies on the horizon in 
the forward direction. Indeed the field lines have 
their vanishing point there. But the actual ex- 
pansion vanishes at the “focus of expansion” as 
is immediately clear from the gauge figures. The 

maximum of expansion is at a location on the 
floor that is at your eye-height in front of you 
and not on the horizon at all. In the general case 
(that of a movement in a direction that is oblique 
with respect to the plane), the extrema of the 
expansion are located on the bisectrices of the 
direction of movement and the normal to the 
plane (Koenderink and van Doorn, 1976a, b, 
1978, 198 1; Regan and Beverley, 1982). 

The extremum of the expansion (the div) is 
clearly independent of eye-movements, since 
eye-movements introduce rotations and the div 
depends only on the translation. On the other 
hand Gibson’s focus can easily be shown to 
be shifted around during the execution of 
eye-movements. 

What is the information available to us from 
these fields? If the whole field, or at least a large 
part of it, is available, then you can extract your 
orientation with respect to the plane, and your 
instantaneous specific velocity. That is you can 
find the direction of your movement and the 
time needed to reach the surface if your instan- 
taneous movement was continued. In fact these 
data can already be obtained from either the 
div, or the def component alone. That the 
distance is found in temporal units can actually 
be an asset rather than a drawback in many 
sensorimotor tasks [e.g. landing reactions 
(Goodman, 1960; Braitenberg and Taddei- 
Ferrett, 1966; Lee and Reddish, 1981; Wagner, 
1982), avoidance reactions, braking (Lee, 1976) 
etc.]. 

1.4.5. Extraction of shape in the presence of 
bending deformations. An example of extero- 
ception is that of local shape extraction in the 
absence of any prior knowledge about eye- 
movements, etc. I will show that this is possible 
even in the case that the objects “out there” 
suffer certain nonrigid transformations. 

First of all let us consider what is meant by 
shape. The narrowest view would be that you 
know the shape of an object if you can make an 
exact 3-D copy of it. Then you know the three 
Cartesian coordinates of any point of the object 
in some position. That this definition is uncom- 
fortably narrow is clear from the fact that the 
human observer may well have an excellent idea 
of a shape without being able to give de- 
pendable estimates of arbitrary Euclidean dis- 
tances between marks on the object, One strik- 
ing observation is that “visual shape” seems to 
be invariant against so called “relief trans- 
formations”. This fact was already noted by 
Helmholtz (1910) and also by artists. For in- 
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stance, Hildebrand (1913) in his well known 

technical treatise on the craft and the art of 

sculpting is very explicit on the issue. Many 

observers have a hard time to distinguish a relief 

copy from the same work in the round, except 

when they are allowed to assume exceedingly 

oblique viewing positions (technically known as 
“taking a side view”). A relief transformation 
conserves collinearity and the intersections of 
lines. Thus all effects of obscuration are con- 

served, as are contours, shadow edges and the 

positions of extrema of light and dark. You 

know the surface modulo a relief trans- 

formation when you know the nearness to the 

eye for points on the surface except for an 
unknown additive constant. 

In our case the relation is a little different than 

the one described by Helmholtz, moreover. the 

“nearness gradient” F = grad log(~&/rl), as in- 

troduced earlier, contains yet another ambigu- 

ity: it is also degenerate with respect to scale. 
Thus a knowledge of F (such as may be 

obtained from the optic flow. elide irlfrrr) yields 
the depth modulo a scaling Factor and a relief 

transformation. You may express this in the 
following way: let (i denote the objective dis- 
tance, tl’ the inferred one, then c/’ must be 
related to l/ in the following manner 

c/,, is an arbitrary distance; CI,/I are arbitrary 

constants; L/(, and LX govern the scale, p governs 
the relief. Since the vector F=grad log(r/,,/n) 
appears so prominently in the equations it ap- 

pears likely that monitoring the div, curl and def 

puts us in a position to find F and thus the shape 
(modulo a relief transformation), at least if we 

are able to solve for F and A. It will be shown 

that this is indeed possible; in fact that this is 

possible from a knowledge of the def alone! 

As a model shape I shall use a polyhedral 

vertex. and not necessarily a rigid one. You may 

build such a model from rigid sectors (constant 

sector angles but they may be mutually unequal) 

joined with flexible hinges. Thus you obtain 
flaccid vertices (if there are more than four 

sectors) that can be tlexed. This flexion is a case 

of bending deformation: distances along the 
surface remain invariant, although global dis-, 
tances (measured li~tr rccfu, through the air) in 
general vary. The model is of especial interest 
because any real curved surface can be approx-, 
imated with an arbitrarily fine triangular net. 

and thus by a complicated polyhedron: if you 

can solve the “structure from motion problem” 

for a vertex, then you can treat surfaces on a 

vertex by vertex basis. 
How can we approach the problem? The 

easiest approach is first to look at the situation 

at a single edge of the vertex before proceeding 

to the complete structure. 
At an edge you have a discontinuity in the 

flow field. However. the nature of the singularity 
is subject to certain constraints: first of all the 

components of the nearness gradients at both 

sides of the edge must have identical com- 

ponents along the edge (otherwise the sectors 

would not hang together at the edge); secondly 
the same observation can bc made for the 

specific transverse components of the trans- 

lation (A,). This is the case because any relative 

movement of the facets must bc ;I ~~/nfio,r 

mrozrn~t t/lc r&c (remember that the edge func- 

tions as a hinge), a property that is conserved in 

the projection. These two boundary conditions 
can be combined with the observation of the def 

at both sides of the edge. The magnitude of the 

def yields the products of the moduli of A, and 
F at both sides, whereas the direction of the axis 
of contraction specifies the biscctrix of A, ~lnd F 

at both sides. These data can bc shown to bc 
sufficient for the following computation to be 

possible: in case A,,, (the vector A, on the left of 

the edge) is specified, the vectors F, . F,, ilnd A,,< 

can be found. (Actually there arc cithcr two 

possible solutions or none.) Of course one 11s~ 
ally has no prior knowledge of A,,. thus this 

observation does not at first sight appear to be 
a step towards any useful solution. But wc still 

have to use the very fact that the spatial struc- 
ture is a coherent polyhedral vertex. 

We can use the fact that the vcrtcx is :I 
coherent surface in the following way. If I make 

a tour around the vertex o\‘er the surface I end 

up on the same sector at which I xtartcd. Thus 

if I just take any arbitrary choice for A, on the 

first sector, I can do the calculation edge al‘tcr 
edge and after some time I end LIP with ;I 

calculated value of ,\, on the same sector at 

which I started (A,. say). Now obviously WC 
have the condition A, = A,. to fulfill. This ohycr- 

vation is sufficient to solve the problem: since 

the problem is degenerated with respect to scale 
we may as well take A, = I (this only changes 
the arbitrary constant cl,,), then WC have a single 
unknown (the direction of A, in the visual hold) 
and the equation A, = A,. sufices for a solution. 
We have tried the scheme in a computer simu- 
lation, and it works perfectly. Irrespective of the 
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precise nature of the rigid movement or the patch can be approximated by a polyhedron 
bending [for a N-vertex the bending has (N - 3) consisting of hexagonal vertices.) Figure 6(a) 
degrees of freedom] the algorithm comes up shows the actual input to the algorithm. This is 
with a unique solution (except for the multi- somewhat simplified even, since you may add 
plicity described later on). arbitrary translations and rotations to the input 

Figure 6 shows an example for a hexagonal flow: the algorithm does not notice it. The upper 
vertex. (Of special interest because any surface two rows in Fig. 6(b) depict what the vertex and 

% 

l 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Results of a run of a novel algorithm that yields a partial solution of the “structure from motion 
problem” in the presence of bending deformations of the object. (a) The input to the algorithm: the seven 
defining points of a six vertex in two (temporally close) views, black points the first, open circles the second 
view. The algorithm is completely insensitive to transformations of the second view of the following types: 
--translations; -rotations; -similarities (scale changes). (b) The same configuration as in (a), but seen 
from quite different vantage points (side views). Edges are drawn for clarity. These inputs were not 
available as input data! The strong bending deformations apparent when you compare the upper row (first 
view) with the lower one (second view) indicate that there is little use for the “rigidity assumption” here. 
(c) Predictions of the algorithm, on the basis of the data shown in (a), of side views on the moment of 
the first view. vhus compare (c) with the upper row of(b)!] (In fact the algorithm also extracts the bending 
itself, not just the shape.) Note how well shape ctn be extracted from this very limited data. The final 

degeneracy (interchange of F’s and A,‘s) was resolved by the algorithm through use of the curl. 
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the vertex after deformation look like from 

quite different vantage points. These are side 

views that are not available to the algorithm. 

The lower row in Fig. 6(c) depicts the predic- 

tions based on the result of the algorithm of 
these same side views. This row should be 
compared with the upper row of Fig. 6(b). (In 
fact the algorithm also extracts the defor- 
mations.) Note how well the algorithm has 
caught the shape, although the input conditions 

violate all requirements of the “structure from 
motion theorem”. (Only two views are given; no 

four points move together in a rigid fashion.) 

This example shows clearly the value of partial 
solutions to the problem. (The solution is 

modulo a relief transformation and a scaling 

factor.) Many objective features of the shape 

can be obtained exactly even in the presence of 

these ambiguities, however: this is why it does 

not seem prudent to despise “merely partial solu- 

tions” to the structure from motion problem. 

After all, organic systems often take shortcuts if 

useful information can be had cheaply, thus the 

partial solutions have certainly to be studied as 

possible paradigms for visual function. Exam- 

ples of objective properties that can be found 

even in the presence of scaling and relief ambi- 

guities are: the question of whether a vertex is 
elliptic or hyperbolic (whether the sum of the 

sector angles is less or is greater than 360”), or 
the obscuration relations for side views. (In 

general all properties depending on the contact 
of the object with straight lines, thus the very 
properties that are of importance in reafference 

concerning the visual system.) 

The solution is subject to certain ambiguities 

that should be noted: 

@it is degenerate up to a relief trans- 
formation; 

0 it is degenerate up to scale (which obvi- 
ously any solution has to be); 

l it is degenerate as to the sign of A,. This 
means that the solution cannot dis- 
tinguish between convexities and con- 
cavities. Any prior knowledge about 

movement (e.g. available for ego- 

movements) disambiguates this situ- 

ation; 
l the solution is degenerate with respect 

to an interchange between the F’s and 

A;s. 

The latter degeneracy is an especially curious 
one. It can be solved in several ways. One may 
e.g. pick the “most rigid” solution. This gener- 

ally does the job, but is an ad hoc measure. One 

can also disambiguate the solution by looking at 

the sign of the curl. This solves the problem. 

One wonders if the human visual system is 

subject to illusions caused by this ambiguity. 
Preliminary psychophysical experiments with 
deforming vertices on a CRT screen performed 
by us suggest that this is indeed the case. If this 
is so, then it would appear that the human does 
not use curl information for shape extraction, 
and we have discovered a new, unexpected 

dynamical perspective illusion. 

Note that, except for the possible use of the 
curl (not for calculation but just to decide 

between two possible solutions), only the shear 

(def component) is needed as input data for the 

solution. 

2. THE TYPE OF MECHANISMS NEEDED TO 
EXTRACT INFORMATION FROM THE FLOW: 

POSSIBLE PHYSIOLOGICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS 

I have already commented on the use of 

mechanisms fit to extract global parameters, like 

rotation around three perpendicular axes, or the 

vanishing points due to the translation. I have 

also noted how detection of mere discontinuity 

may serve for splitting the visual field into 
coherent entities. In this section I will comment 

on mechanisms fit for local analysis of flow 
structure. 

As remarked earlier there exist many, mutu- 
ally very different, possibilities to extract local 
flow structure, e.g. they may be based on rela- 

tive movement, texture density or orientation 

and orientation changes of local image detail. 

First of all let me explain why it appears useful 
to base the analysis on the differential invari- 

ants, no matter how they are extracted. 

The main virtue of the differential invariants 

is that they are defined in a coordinate free 
manner. Their magnitude has a validity that 

does not depend on the framework in which you 
measure position. in this respect they are similar 
to entities like luminance or hue. Div and curl 
can be extracted locally by mechanisms that are 
rotationally symmetric. This means that the 

detection will be receptive field like, concentric 

structures, in the case of the curl with perhaps 
a periodic angular dependence. The shear is 
more complicated since it also involves an orien- 
tation, not just a scalar measure. Thus shear 
detectors must have an orientationally directed 

structure. 
Div detectors have been implicated for the 
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case of the human observer (“Looming de- 
tectors”, Regan and Beverley, 1978). 

It is feasible that some features of the flow are 
computed on the basis of (time varying) posi- 
tional information on image structure. The ex- 
tremely high acuity reported for some tasks 
certainly is suggestive of this (Lappin and 
Fuqua, 1983). 

An especially clean way to extract shear is to 
do it by way of the changes in the relative 
orientations of image detail (Figs 3 and 4). Both 
the orientation and the magnitude of the shear 
can be gained from these. Thus the structures 
described in the primary visual cortex are exactly 
the substrate needed for the computation of local 
shear. This is especially interesting in view of the 
fact that monitoring the shear suffices to extract 
local shape, even in the presence of bending 
deformations. This seems to indicate a likely 
function for the system in the primary cortex 
dedicated to the extraction of local image detail 
orientation, namely the computation of 
3D-shape. (As opposed, or perhaps in addition 
to, the common notion that this system serves 
merely the extraction of contour in a two dimen- 
sional, rather than a three dimensional setting.) 

In summary, the likely mechanisms from a 
theoretical point of view for which there is at 
least a trace of evidence in the visual system are: 

l mechanisms integrating over large parts 
of the visual field extracting rotation 
around one of three mutually perpen- 
dicular axes (perhaps coinciding with 
the normals to the planes of the 
semicircular channels of the vestibular 
system). Such systems could aid pro- 
prioception and egocentric orientation; 

0 mechanisms integrating over large parts 
of the visual field and extracting trans- 
lation through estimation (in some opti- 
mal sense) of the main vanishing points 
of the flow. Such mechanisms could aid 
proprioception and the regulation of 
ego-movement; 
l mechanisms integrating over limited 

parts of the visual field and computing 
the presence of discontinuities of the 
flow. Such RF’s could form a system 
for segregation of the visual field; 
l mechanisms integrating over limited 

parts of the visual field and extracting 
the translation component (or local ve- 
locity) of the flow. Such mechanisms 
(“motion detectors”) are certainly 
present in the visual system of many 

vertebrates, often as early as m rhc 
retina; 

0 mechanisms integrating over various 
regions and coding for expansion (div). 
Such “looming detectors” have been 
implied for the human visual system by 
some psychophysicists. Such systems 
could extract the immediacy and thus 
aid in effective locomotion; 
l mechanisms integrating over limited 

parts of the visual field and coding for 
local shear. Such mechanisms would 
display strong orientational preference 
when probed in their subparts. The 
cortical area 17 is a likely substrate. 
Such a system would be ideally suited to 
extract 3D-shape. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The study of optic flow has made accelerated 
progress during recent years, at least in the field 
of theory. Practical algorithms for use in robot- 
ics are in use or forthcoming. However, psycho- 
physical results are extremely scarce as are 
electrophysiological studies. This is at least in 
part due to a definite lack of attention to such 
questions, but also to marked experimental 
difficulties. Some electrophysiological data are 
tantalizing in the sense that they appear to 
indicate the presence of systems dedicated to 
specific aspects of optic flow analysis. However, 
because they have generally been interpreted in 
terms of utility for the analysis of static, two- 
dimensional images they are usually discussed in 
a quite different context. Given the fact that 
theory is so far ahead in this area, there appear 
to be rich possibilities for the empirical ap- 
proach here, both in psychophysics and in elec- 
trophysiology. In the meantime theoretical de- 
velopments will continue to speed up because of 
a practical need from the robotics community. 
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